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#WATCH: Mueller warns...Russia continues to attack our
elections "AS WE SIT HERE." 
 
Q: "Did you think that this was a single attempt...or did you
find evidence to suggest [Russia will] try to do this again?" 
 
MUELLER: "It wasn't a single attempt. They're doing it as
we sit here."

0:00

#FLAG: Mueller fears that accepting #ElectionInterference is the "new normal." 

 

Q: "Have we established...[that any candidate] aware of a hostile foreign power trying

to influence an election has no duty to report?" 

 

MUELLER: "I hope this is not the new normal, but I fear it is."
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#REDFLAG: The NRCC, the committee to elect Republicans in the House, REFUSED

to pledge not to accept/use hacked materials in 2020. 

 

It wasn't a part of ANY coverage today, despite Mueller's warnings about

#ElectionInterference and fear of the "new normal." 

House GOP Campaign Chief Puts the Kibosh on a Hacked Material Truce
Democrats and the GOP had come close to an agreement in 2018, but that’s not
going to happen in 2020.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/rep-tom-emmers-the-house-gop-campaign-chief-puts-t…

#REMEMBER: In April, the RNC and the Trump Campaign REFUSED to pledge not

to use stolen or hacked materials in 2020... 

 

The DNC made the pledge and challenged Republicans to do the same. They would

not. 

 

This consequential story received little coverage. 
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#FLAG: I try not to criticize the media often, but... 
 
Why aren't they scrutinizing Trump and the GOP more on this? 
 
Why isn't the headline: "While Democrats pledge not to use 
hacked documents, Trump and the GOP refuse to do the same." 
 
This should be the top story UNTIL they do. 
twitter.com/washingtonpost…

The Washington Post @washingtonpost
Democrats rally around pledge not to use hacked documents 
wapo.st/2GFmlOM

491 5:13 PM - Apr 29, 2019

348 people are talking about this

#REMEMBER: In June, Trump told ABC News that he'd ACCEPT damaging

information from foreign representatives on his 2020 opponents...and wouldn't

necessarily call the FBI. 

 

"They have information. I think I’d take it." 
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He's welcoming #ElectionInterference. 

 

0:00

#REMEMBER: In June, Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) BLOCKED Sen. Mark

Warner's (D-VA) bill that'd require campaigns to notify the FBI if they're offered

assistance by representatives of foreign governments. 

 

Trump then praised Blackburn. #ElectionInterference 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Thank you Senator @MarshaBlackburn for fighting obstructionist 
Democrats led by Cryin' Chuck Schumer. Democrats continue to 
look for a do-over on the Mueller Report and will stop at nothing 
to distract the American people from the great accomplishments 
of this Administration!
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22K people are talking about this

#REDFLAG: McConnell keeps blocking #ElectionSecurity bills. 

 

He's done so repeatedly over the last few months, including multiple times since

Mueller testified. 

 

Schumer is pledging to keep putting forward requests to vote, including on House-

passed bills. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
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